Abstract-As on date, Speaker-specific feature extraction and modelling techniques has been designed in automatic speaker recognition (ASR) for a sufficient amount of speech data. Once the speech data is limited the ASR performance degraded drastically. ASR system for limited speech data is always a highly challenging task due to a short utterance. The main goal of ASR to form a judgment for an incoming speaker to the system as being which member of registered speakers. This paper presents a comparison of three different modelling techniques of speaker specific extracted information (i) Fuzzy c-means (FCM) (ii) Fuzzy Vector Quantization2 (FVQ2) and (iii) Novel Fuzzy Vector Quantization (NFVQ). Using these three modelling techniques, we developed a text independent automatic speaker recognition system that is computationally modest and equipped for recognizing a non-cooperative speaker. In this investigation, the speaker recognition efficiency is compared to less than 2 sec of text-independent test and train utterances of Texas Instruments and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (TIMIT) and self-collected database. The efficiency of ASR has been improved by 1% with the baseline by hiding the outliers and assigns them by their closest codebook vectors the efficiency of proposed modelling techniques is 98.8%, 98.1% respectively for TIMIT and self-collected database.
I. INTRODUCTION
ASR is a smart machine, which is capable of recognizing a person from their speech [1] .To pick out speakers from a database, ASR system needs adequate speech data with the goal that it can separate speaker well and consequently yields reliable recognition [2] .ASR in a limited speech data condition, the main goal to recognise a speaker when both training and testing data are short. Since the measure of speech data of a speaker who is non-cooperative is little in the restricted information conditions, the machine is able to acquire less number of feature vectors which are not sufficient to model and discriminate the speaker [3] . Past four decades of research, the current ASR system have reached a milestone with an appreciable performance provided test/train utterance are more than enough and the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is large enough.
Literature survey in line with limited speech data based speaker recognition system; all authors have centered of attention on discriminative training/scoring [4] , clustering [5] , and neighborhood information [6] among the closeset speakers.
In this research, the issue of close-set ASR is concentrated on with the requirements of low speech data enrolments about 2-3 sec of the size of 100 speakers in training and testing. At the time of registration of speakers, if the speech signal for train /test is in few sec, then the phonemes of the spoken text will be fragmented and bring the acoustic gaps situation in train model space of speaker. At the point when a test token for an enlisted speaker contains phonetic substance that was not seen amid training of ASR system, it results in a low probability score, and potentially a wrong choice for that speaker (i.e., phonemes found during testing of ASR but not during training data for the same speaker cause the speaker model to be rejected) [7] .
As on date, some efforts have been made to distinguish the person under inadequate speech signal circumstances utilizing the idea of Universal Background Model (UBM) to moderate the inadequacy, which requires extra speech data to train the GMM-UBM ASR system model [4] .S. Kwon and S. Narayanan has made an attempt that by selecting just the component vectors which are segregating the speakers it is conceivable to distinguish speaker under limited speech data condition [8] . As we specified before there are just a few modelling techniques in case of limited speech data that most straightforward feasible like FCM, FVQ2 and NFVQ might be utilized for demonstrating the speakers. These modelling techniques are straightforward and less computational complex.
A. Challenges with limited speech data in ASR
Regardless of the immense success, the state of art ASR performs well only if the training and testing utterances are sufficient in data size. In several ASR, the clients are hesitant to provide sufficient voice data, especially for testing, in phone banking. In different circumstances, it is profoundly hard to gather adequate speech data, for instance in legal applications [9] .
The recent research advocate if the speech data utilised during testing phase bring down 10% (from 20 sec of speech data to 2 sec of speech data) the performance of ASR degraded abruptly from 6.34% to 23.89% in terms of equal error rate (EER) [9] . In ASR application once testing speech data is less than 2 sec the performance of the system in terms of EER 35% has been reported by Mak et al. [10] .
II. RELATED WORK
As on date, research on limited speech data based ASR system has been reported. The joint factor analysis (JFA) can enhance the performance of ASR in the case of limited speech data by diverting the variability in different subspace [11] .
The comparison of ASR performance for limited speech data based on JFA and ivector modelling has been reported by various compensating techniques [12] . What's more, a scorebased portion determination system has been proposed in [9] , which estimates the superiority of every test speech portion taking into account an arrangement of companion models, and scores the test speech with the dependable fragments as it were. A relative EER attenuation of 22% was reported in ASR when the test speech data are shorter than 15 sec.
We have evaluated the efficiency of various modelling technique, computational complexity and its performance enhancing parameters. For example, a case of FCM the feature vectors are clustered into no overlapping fashion while in the case of FVQ2 the feature vectors are clustered in an overlapping fashion. Consequently, the principle of clustering is different and it is not possible to hide the existence of outliers in FCM and FVQ2, but NFVQ modelling technique replaces them by their closest codebook vectors.
The design of codebook performed by FCM and FVQ2 modelling by employing only crisp decision-making procedures [13] , the intelligence is every training vector is allocated to only one cluster. Ultimately, FCM and FVQ2 techniques do not take into account the possibility that a particular training vector may also belong to another cluster. NFVQ efficiently examination and resolves complex, ill-defined and less logical system which were unable to resolve by FCM and FVQ2 [14] . Fuzzy logic is a critical thinking control framework strategy that fits execution in frameworks extending from basic, little, implanted small scale controllers to expansive, organized, multi-channel PCs or workstationbased information obtaining and control frameworks. They can be executed by equipment, programming, or a mix of both [15] . Fuzzy logic was initially considered as a superior strategy for sorting and taking care of information, however, has later turned out to be a super decision for some control framework applications where the speaker was non-cooperative. Fuzzy logic based speaker recognition system can be incorporated with anything from small hand-held items to extensive mechanized procedure control frameworks. In the course of the initial clusters, centre utilizes the clustering strategy about the comparability threshold and its minimum distance theory [16] . To start with, group the Vector samples generally with the function of the initial cluster centre. This strategy is with a specific end goal to beat the initialization vector which is very sensitive of FCM clustering and ensures access to the general cluster result. This method is in order to overcome the initialization vector sensitive shortcomings of Fuzzy Cmeans clustering and guarantee access to the overall cluster result [17] .
III. THE APPLICATION OF FUZZY CLUSTERING FOR VQ
In ASR, VQ is fretful to demonstration on set of data vectors X={X1,, X2 ,…..Xn} which is unlabeled in nature The proposed modelling technique has been compared with FCM and FVQ developed by Karayiannis and Pai in [18] .
A. Modelling with FCM Algorithm
In FCM modelling technique every data point is associated with all clusters with different degree of membership. The sum of all degree of membership of a data is equal to one. The main objective of FCM clustering to minimize the J m to improve the ASR performance and hence EER.
The all variables in eqn. (2) compute the cluster centers
Update u i,k according to
Do again step ii-iv until Jm enhances by not exactly a predefined threshold or number of Iterations.
FCM clustering organizes every data point into the cluster with the highest degree of membership.
The number of iterations is controlled by clustering termination condition in such a way that the improvements need to maintain a certain value when both of the condition satisfied:
 Maximum iteration achieves a most extreme of 50.  Jm development must be less than 0.00001 in successive iteration. At the point when the objective function Jm is minimized, resulting the number of iterations don't bring about any development of vectors between clusters and its boundaries limits get to be settled. This could be utilized as one of conceivable pointers to terminate the FCM computation. A remarkable point of FCM algorithm is its computational straightforwardness. A case of FCM clustering is shown in Fig. 2 .
On account of speaker recognition the speech signal are pre-processed and a set of speaker specific feature vectors computed. There is no broad hypothetical answer to find the optimum number of clusters in FCM for any given data set. A basic methodology is to contrast the consequences of various runs and distinctive quantities of classes and pick the best one as indicated by a given paradigm. The disadvantage of over fitting can be to a great extent dispensed with by utilizing the Information theoretic construct VQ which works in light of the guideline of physical clarification of the data clusters. 
B. Fuzzy Vector Quantization2
The A case of FVQ2 clustering is shown in Fig. 5 . FVQ2 comparatively takes less computational time but it is very sensitivity to the initial guess, noisy speech data and could not able to solve the outliers. The downside of over fitting can be to a great extent dispensed with by utilizing the input speech data construct FVQ2 which works with respect to the guideline of physical elucidation of the information groups. 
C. Novel Algorithm NFVQ
The Jm of FCM algorithm can be formulated in NFVQ as follows [19] : The minimum value of objective function obtained with FCM modelling technique is Jm = 0.42087. Fig. 7 demonstrates the plot of objective function by NFVQ modelling technique. A case of NFVQ clustering is shown in Fig. 8 . NFVQ comparatively takes more computational time and capable of handling noisy speech data at the same time solve the outliers. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental setup
The training speech data was restricted to roughly 3 sec, while test speech data was made for 2, 3, and 4 sec. Experimental assessment of the modelling algorithms continued with the 100 speakers from TIMIT database. The TIMIT database contains voice 630 individuals that are part in subsets as indicated by the Dialect Region to which each of them has a place. Each DR has been used into train and test ASR.
We recorded speech in the DSP lab of St Peter's Engineering College, Hyderabad (India) in Electronics and Communication Engineering Department [20] . This lab was expected to give high SNR expected under the normal circumstances without inordinate "pops" because of breath noise (some pops still happen in the recordings). We have recorded voice for this examination was at one sitting for every speaker. The content of the utterance was arbitrarily chosen by the speaker. The fundamental voice recordings comprise of ninety male and ten female speakers at the rate of 16.0 kHz with 16 bits resolution per sample. Voice test was recorded at 3-4 cm far from the recording device. We considered the impact of the mask and the unconstrained discourse against content perusing. In this manner, some subjects likewise finished extra talking undertakings where they were advised to change their voice intentionally keeping in mind the end goal to be not perceived effectively, or talk suddenly on a conventional topic, for example, the climate or individual emotions [21] . 
C. Experimental Result
The feature extraction of the speaker is performed based on MFCC classifier and modelling with codebook size of 64, 128, 256 and 512. It can be observed in Table I . and Table II . that both corpora demonstrate the same general trend with NFVQ perform well. The speaker recognition efficiency indicates that for FCM, FVQ2 and NFVQ modelling technique an increase of the number of cluster for the most part prompts a recognizable increment of speaker recognition efficiency when the number of codebook size increases from 128 to 256, further increment from 256 to 512 demonstrates a little debasement in execution prompting marginally bring down speaker recognition efficiency.
The principle behind the efficiency degradation is seen because of the expansion in various codeword can be attributed to the more trim data distribution. With the expanding number of codeword, the data is exceptionally dispersed and the codeword are along these lines not able to do model a specific speaker precisely, which at last falls apart the efficiency.
V. SYSTEM EVALUATION
The EER is the most broadly utilized in ASR for the performance measure. In biometric authentication system reference threshold, FAR, FRR goes hand in hand [22] .Along these lines, the ASR performance of the Fuzzy modelling system was likewise measured utilizing the EER. Since the EER must be ascertained for a fixed number of code vectors, a codebook containing 256 codeword's was utilized to describe the performance of ASR between FCM, FVQ2, and NFVQ. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 represent the miss versus false alarm probability and EER values for FCM, FVQ2, and NFVQ modelling techniques utilizing codebook size of 256. Fig.10 demonstrates for TIMIT database and Fig.11 demonstrate for the self-collected database. The miss likelihood measures the percent of invalid matches and the false alarm likelihood measures the percent of substantial inputs being rejected. The EER parameter speaks to the rate at which both the miss likelihood and the false alarm likelihood are level with. The lower the EER, the more precise the ASR system is considered. As demonstrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 both corpora demonstrate the same pattern with NFVQ beating both FCM and FVQ2 modelling techniques.
The FCM modelling technique gave the most elevated EER 27% and 19.8 %, FVQ2 gave medium EER 25.8% and 18.6% for self-collected and TIMIT database respectively. At last, the NFVQ gave the least EER 13.8% for the self-collected database and 10.2% for TIMIT. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 one can see the same trends of EER improvement. The proposed algorithm gives the highest efficiency for limited speech data but the system complexity is high. The number of iteration performed by FCM, FVQ2 and NVVQ 42, 39 and 49 respectively with minimum distortion of 4.669, 4.4920 and 4.3300.
As NFVQ gives less distortion with the training speech data it enhances the recognition efficiency. But NFVQ increases the system complexity and make ASR little sluggish. In Fig. 8 clearly indicates the overlapping and outlier has been removed and hence ASR performance is enhanced in NFVQ algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied the experimental assessment of different modelling techniques for ASR. The NFVQ modelling technique was designed to capture the advantages provided by fuzzy decision-making processes while maintaining the computational capabilities achieved by crisp decision making processes. Thus, we propose that the NFVQ modelling technique can be efficiently used in ASR to model the speaker data in limited speech data to enhance the efficiency. Positive aspects of the algorithm are co-operative and noncooperative speaker can be identified as the developed system is capable of working for even one sec of speech data and it is the text-independent system. It recognizes the speaker at a rapid rate as compared to the previously developed system. System complexity is the less as it processes short duration of test and train speech data.
Observed deficiencies are once the number of speaker's increases in system database the identification accuracy decreases and the unknown voice must come from a fixed set of known speaker which has been already used in training the system. It is not suitable for open set speakers.
At present, we are utilizing Euclidean distance based computation in ASR to measure the separation of limited data that are highly correlated a superior distance measuring technique should be investigated to enhance the efficiency of speaker recognition. The feasibility of NFVQ modelling technique should be confirmed for large size database under limited speech data.
